
 
 
 

                                                                                                      
 
Mumbai 11th December 2019: AIS held ‘AIS Masterclass’ sessions across colleges in Mumbai  
 
Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India's leading automotive and building glass company, offering end-
to-end solutions across the automotive and architectural glass value chain has always believed in 
reshaping the architectural landscape of our times.  
 
AIS has recently launched the first edition of ‘AIS Glass Design Olympiad’ (GDO), which is aimed at 
students from architectural institutions in Mumbai and Ahmedabad. AIS Glass Design Olympiad is a 
great opportunity for aspiring architects and designers to showcase their talents on a large industry 
platform.  
 
Under the banner of GDO, AIS has launched ‘AIS Masterclass’ – which are knowledge sessions 
delivered by industry experts. AIS Masterclass sessions were held in various colleges across Mumbai, 
as mentioned below -  
 
1. Viva College of Architecture, Virar 
2. Bharati Vidyapeeth College of Architecture, Navi Mumbai 
3. Baliram Hiray College of Architecture, Bandra 
4. D Y Patil College of Architecture, Navi Mumbai 
 
Almost 700 students attended these sessions. These technical sessions were delivered by  Ar.Vivek 
Bhole (Neo Modern Architects), AIS GDO Curator, and one of the leading architects in Mumbai,  
Ar.Hiten Sethi (Hiten Sethi Architects), another leading architect from Mumbai and Ms.Garima 
Kamra, Technical Manager from AIS.. 
 

Ar. S.V.Chaudhari, Principal DY Patil College of Architecture where AIS Masterclass session was held, 
said “AIS Masterclass being held under AIS Glass Design Olympiad competition for the students of our 
college was indeed very insightful. I am sure the sessions delivered by Ar.Vivek Bhole and Technical 
expert from AIS, Ms.Garima Kamra has helped the students to start thinking differently towards 
Parametric Designs and how glass can be used innovatively in architecture.” 

 
ABOUT AIS 
Established in 1984, Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS) is India's leading automotive and building glass 
company, offering end-to-end solutions across the automotive and architectural glass value chains. 
 
A clear market leader in automotive glass, AIS today has 12 plants (including sub-assembly units), 8 
offices, with a family of over 4,000 employees, spread across the country in strategic locations, 
supporting a discerning global and local customer base. 
 



www.aisglass.com 

https://www.aisglass.com/GDO/ 
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